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Abstract. We define two families of relations between ergodic Z" actions, both
indexed equivariantly by non-singular nxn matrices. The first is to be Katok
cross-sections of the same flow, indexed in a natural way by the matrices. The second
is determined by the existence of an orbit preserving injection with an extra
asymptotic linearity condition. We demonstrate that these two families are identical.
In one dimension this is the classical theory of Kakutani equivalence.

The purpose of this paper is to lift the notion of Kakutani equivalence of finite
measure preserving ergodic Z-actions, and its correspondence to cross-sections of
a one-dimensional flow [5] to a notion of equivalence between Z"-actions with a
correspondence to Katok cross-sections [3] of an M-dimensional flow.

The classical definition of Kakutani equivalence says TX~*T2 if there exist subsets
At and A2 so that the induced maps TIAl and T2Al are isomorphic. A second
identical relation is T\~«T2 if T, and T2 arise as measurable cross-sections of the
same ergodic flow.

For r , and T2 ergodic actions of Z" we can define T,~^T2 if T{ and T2 arise as
Katok cross-sections of the same W flow. We will give a natural intrinsic definition
of ~ and show that it is identical to ~~.

In fact, we will do more. In 1-dimension, both ~ and ~~ can be indexed by a

positive real, T, ~> T2 if ^2(A2)/^ I (A,)= r, and T\~«T2 if | n / , d^j]nJ2dfjL2=r,
r r

where ft is the ceiling function over ft,. In fact, ~ and **• are identical, and clearly
r, r2 r( ° r2

T\ ~* T2 ~» T3 implies 7*i ~» T3,

i.e. we have a family of relations indexed equivariantly by R+. We will obtain
a similar family of relations among Z"-actions, only now equivariant with non-

M M

singular nxn matrices, i.e. we will have relations T, ~» T2 and T, ~* T2, where
M, M2 M2-Ml

Tt-~*T2-~*T3 implies Tt ~» T3.
We would like to thank A. Katok for the insight that no further restriction need be
placed on M than non-singularity.

M

We first discuss Katok cross-sections and Tl^*T2. If T is an ergodic Z" action,
whose elements we write as T", v e Z", then define t", the ergodic U" action obtained
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90 A. del Junco and D. J. Rudolph

by suspending T. Thus A = flx[0,l]" and

TV,!*,) = (*"»,«,)
where vo + v = m +vu meZ" , vt e[0, 1)".

If T is a Z" action, and «, , &>2 are on the same T orbit, then we define t)(o>,, w2)
as that u e Z " with Tv(tal) = u>2. If we have two actions T, and T2 then i>, and t>2

will be the corresponding coordinatizations of the orbits. For R" actions T, or T2

similarly we get t;, and v2 e R". Although it is not standard, we refer to v and v as
'cocycles.' If we have two Z" or R" cocycles on the same orbits, we say they differ
by a time change.

For fixed io0, v(o)o, w)=/„,„„(o) maps the orbit of w0 invertibly to Z", and
v((o0,lo)=fStOt0(cj)toU".

If V\ and v2 differ by a time change and for a.e. w0,

is a homeomorphism we say the time change is continuous, if C ' then a C'-time
change, etc.

We say v, and v2 differ by a coboundary if

where u : O ^ Z and 77<<u)(w) = <p(o>) is an invertible map. In this case, setting
o>2= T 2 ( G J , ) ,

and T| and T2 are isomorphic by a map >̂ which fixes orbits, i.e. a coboundary.
_ M _

We can now define T{ *<•» T2.

_ M _ _

Definition 1. We say T, ~» T2 if there are versions T[ and T2 acting on the same
space Cl with the same orbits, so that for any e > 0, there is a cocycle C2-e, differing
by a co-boundary from v2, with v2>E a C°° time change of U! and

L ( 0 ) - M < e
dV

uniformly on fi. These are the 'barely linear' time changes of [6].

Two facts will be helpful to us as we continue. The first we simply quote from [6].
It will be very helpful for the reader to be familiar with the results of [6], as much
of our argument is explicitly parallel to that.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that for a basis e, • • • enfor R", there are constants a and
b and sets A, • • • An of positive measure so that if u>u u>2€ A,, t5|(a>i, <o2)= neh then
| u2(&>i, <o2)\ <an + b. Then u, and v2 differ by a barely linear time change, i.e. for some

_ M _
M, T,~+T2.

(Theorem 3.4 of [6]).
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PROPOSITION 2. Ifv2 and v'2 differ by a coboundary, and v2 differs from v, by a barely
linear time change with matrix M, and v'2 differs from £5, by a barely linear time change
with matrix M', then M = M'.
Proof. Construct v2,c and v'2,e, which now must differ by a C°° coboundary, i.e.

» 2 , E ( W | , « 2 ) = i>2,e(Wl, W2) + Vc((Oi) ~ Ve((O2).

Now

dv2_c(<»,
e< (0)-M

-(0)-M

so

-M

<2e.

But now for |M| = 1,

>|L[M'-M](M)|-2eL.

But by Poincare recurrence, for any U,\VC(T^U(CD))-VC(W)\ must, for arbitrarily large
L, be less than one. Hence \M - M'| <2e. D

This is in fact a very simple result, but is useful to keep in mind. It is possible for
_ M _ _ in _ _ _ M-'°M _
T| ~» T2 and 7, «•» T2 where M ?* M, but the orbit map achieving T, ««• T, cannot
fix orbits.

M _ M _

Definition 2. We say TX~*T2 for two ergodic Z" actions if TI'^*T2.

A number of comments are in order. Katok [3] has shown that for any ergodic R"
_ id _ _ _

action 5, there is an ergodic Z" action T with T»»S. Replacing 5 with 5M, where

it is clear S***SM, so if 7*~»SM, then T~+S, and we conclude that for any ergodic
M

Z" action T,, and non-singular M there are Z" actions T2 with 7", ~» T2. We also
know that h(T)=h(7") (the entropy of the unit suspension is the entropy of the
base map), and if T^-S then h(f) = h(S)/\det(M)|, [4] so if TX^T2 then

h{T2)
|det(M)f

We now wish to define an intrinsic relation -», without lifting T, and T2.
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We will give two conditions. The first is a version of barely linear for Z"-actions.
The second is, on the face of it, much weaker and more geometric a condition. As

M M M M

such we will indicate it ~-». Of course, in the end, ~», ~-> and ~> will all turn out

to be the same relation.
M

Definition 3. We say T, ~* T2, where |det(M)|>l , if there is a 1-1, measurable,
non-singular map <p :O, ->£l2, mapping orbits into distinct orbits (we call such a cp
an orbit injection), so that for any e > 0, there is a set A(e), fii(A(e)) > 1 - e and a
constant JV(e) so that if «,, <o2eA(e), on the same orbit, and |ui(w], w2)|> N(e), then

< e max {!«,(«)
This definition can be modified in a number of ways, all leading to the same
condition. One alternative is:

M

Definition 3'. We say T, ~* T2, where |det(M)|>l , if there is an orbit injection
<p:O,-»fl2 so that for any e > 0 , there is a set A(e)c=O, /u.,(A(e))> 1 - e, and a b(e)
so that if <u,, w2e A(e) and on the same orbit, then

»i), <p(w2))-M(u,(wi, w2))|

e max {|u,(a>,, io2)\,

That satisfying definition 3' implies satisfying definition 3 is easy. The other implica-
tion follows by selecting A(e) to be a subset of A(e/2) where {v2(wu T"(w,)); |t>| <
N(e)} is bounded by some, perhaps very large, bound B so that fil(A(e))> 1 - e .
We will take such a step many times as we continue. Now b(e)= B + N(e)\\M\\.

In either of these versions of the definition we could replace the e max {| Ui(w,, o>2)|,
|M(t),(w,,w2)|} by any one of e|i>,(w,, w2)|, e|M(t;i(w|, w2))|, e|u2(<p(w,), <p(w2))|,
e|M~'(u2(<p(<o,), <p(<o2)))|, or e min {|u,O,, w2)|, |M(U|(tu!, w2))|} and get the same
conditions, as any one of these as a bound forces the ratio of any two of these
possible bounds to be uniformly bounded. In our arguments we will stick to definition
3 as N(e) is usually easier to construct than b(e), and the max is the weakest of
the possible bounds.

PROPOSITION 3. IfTt •-» T2 ~* T3 then T, ~> T3.

Proof. Using definition 3', index the sets and parameters of the two relations with
subscripts 1 and 2. Pick a 5 < e/2 so small that

satisfies fj.l(A(e))> 1 -e and ||M2||<e/2& Now if u>u a)2eA(e),

\v3(<Pi°<Pi(o>t), <p2°(pt(u>2))-M2°MiiViiu)^ w2)) |

< Iv3((p2°<p,(w,), </>2°<Pi(w2))- M2(v2(<p

+1M2(v2(<p,((o,), <px{<a2))- M,(u,(a>,

+ (e/25)||M2
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|, \v,(<ou a>2)\} + b(e),

where b(e) = b2(e) + \\M2\\bl(e). This is enough. •

Notice that as <p is non-singular, the ergodic theorem applied to T2 says a.e. T2

orbit spends a fraction about fj,2((p(A(e))) of a large cube centred at the origin in
<p(A(e)). But as <p is an orbit injection, by definition 3, this fraction is approximately
/t(A(e))|det(M"')|. Letting e^O, we conclude ju,2(v>(fti))= l/|det(M)|. Thus it is
clearly necessary for |det (M)| > 1.

We could remove this condition by allowing <p not to be 1-1. This leads to a
reasonable development of the theory, but we feel it loses some of the flavour of
the classical one-dimensional case, is no easier to work with, and follows quite
easily from our development here.

To give our second version, -~*, we need some notation. For a rectangle
w

R(ru . • •, rn) = ®7_, {0, 1 , . . . , v, - 1}, let t(R) = min;j (r,/rj) and dia (/?) = min, (r,).
M

Definition 3w. We say T, ~* T2, where |det (A#)| a 1, if there is an orbit injection <p,
W

fi(<p(Cli)) = 1/det (M)|, and an a > 0 so that for a.e. <o9

/card ({Pzfofo), <P(rr(a.)));o e K}-c.h. (M(fl))\
urn I --— 1 = 0.

\ card (R) /dia(R)-»,

By c.h. (S) we mean the lattice points of Z" in the convex hull in R" of S.

As we shall see later, this condition could be stated more weakly and still imply
M

T, -* 7Y As stated, though, as a limit condition on the images of rectangles satisfying
a Vitali-type condition (t(R)^a), it is the most natural of such possibilities. That
definition 3 implies definition 3w follows from the fact that the pointwise ergodic
theorem holds uniformly on rectangles /(/?)> a, as dia(/?)->oo. Just apply it to
XA{E)- The extra condition fj.((il,))= l/ |det(M)| will force uniqueness of M in the
reverse argument.

We now give a series of ever weaker conditions on an orbit injection map <p, all
M

of which imply T, ~* T2. These conditions parallel the development in [6] for barely
linear equivalence.
Condition 1. There is a set of linearly independent vectors e,,..., eneZ", and a
non-singular matrix M so that for any e > 0 there is an N(e) and a set A(e) with
(il(A(e))> 1 -e so that if to,, to2e A(e), and D,(WI, w2)= Afe,-, where N>N(e) then

k2(<p(wi), <p(o>2))-M(t>,(ft>,, &>2))|< elvtiw,, w2)|.
Condition 2. There is a constant X and a linearly independent set e , , . . . , en eZ"
so that for any e > 0 there is a set A(e), /u,(A(e))> 1 - e, and an N(e) so that if <u,,
w2£/4(e) and U|(a>i,a>2)= Afef, N> N(e), then

Condition 3. There is a constant K and a linearly independent set e , , . . . , en eZ"
so that for any e > 0 there are sets A,(e), ^,(A,(e))> 1 - e , and an N(e) so that if
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at,, o)2e At(e) and i>i(wi, <o2) = Ne, where N>N(e), then

\v2(<p(to,), <p(a>2))\ < K\v,(to,, 0)2)\.

Condition 4. There is a constant /£ and a linearly independent set e,,... ,eneZ"
and sets A, , . . . , An each of positive measure so that if to,, <w2e /4, and t>i(a>|, <o2) =
JVe,-, N>A:, then

l«2((P(<Wi), <p(tO2))\ < K|U|(Wi, W2)|.

PROPOSITION 4. Condition 4 implies condition 3.

fYoo/ We fix J" and produce A,(e) from Aj? without using the other A/s. We do not
assume T\' is ergodic, so first decompose /x, into T1' ergodic components nM,

where {w} is the ergodic component of <o. Let

B, = {o,:MM(A)

a T\-invariant set, and

At = At D Bt.

Take a finite collection of vectors vu ..., v, so that

(y T^B,

Now let

and write this as a disjoint union,

where A;J = r ^ ^ - U T J o \ k .
Each Ay is contained in a union of ergodic components BtJ, which are pairwise

disjoint. Choose M so that for all j = 1 , . . . , /,
M - l/

\ (c=0

Pick N(e)> M so large that for a subset 4 C 4 /"•(A;/)>(1 -e/2)fi(Bij), if
j , a n d

t),(w,,w2)<Af + sup (|t),-|)

then

k2(<p(wi), <P(W2))| < JV(e).

Set A,(e) = (Jj=i Aj, (a disjoint union), N(e) = 2N(e) + K and K = K +2. Clearly

If to,, (o2e Aj(e) and U|(w,, o>2) = Ne,, TV> N(e), then w,, o>2e /4fJ for some j , as
the By are Te,' invariant. Thus
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,, n2< N. Now setting

95

and

I , <32)| = | , w2) + (n 2 - M , ) ^

- M > 2JV(e) + A:

so

But

so
l»2(*(«i), V(»2»l =s *:(!«,(«,, «2)|) +2JV(e)

< ( X +2)10,(0.,, a»2)| = X I B K O . , , a>2)\. D

COROLLARY 5. Condition 3 implies condition 2.

Proof. Let A(e) = r\7-iA,(e/n). •

PROPOSITION 6. Condition 2 implies condition 1.

/Voo/ Without loss of generality we may assume that for each i any ergodic
component of T'1 intersecting A(e) has component measure at least f, for any
e<e/2.

For a> e A(e), let $(&>) be the first return under T\' of to to A(e). Now let

and

Certainly/I is a vector-valued L'(/ti)-function on A(e). We do not know a priori
that/2 is in L'(/u.i), but we do know

I l/i(sJ("))LI A(SJ)(to))

so the partial sum from 0 to N(e) of f2 is in i
It now follows that (\/kN(e)) Y.j"^*1 f'2(S

j(to)) converges for almost every w,
hence for a.e. to, it converges uniformly on the points w, SJ(a),..., SNie)~l(to), and

where n = t + kN(e), t<N(e) and so limn^<x>(l/n)I"r(J/2(S7(a>)) exists a.e. Let

Now e,(w) is Si invariant and defined a.e. on A(e). Suppose w2= T^toi) and w, are
both in A(e). As both o),,w2£/4(e) we know that the density in the T\> orbit of
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either point of points in A(e) is at least f. Hence for a set of density \ of integers

For a.e. o> there is a K(co) so that the density in the T\> orbit of w of points w' with

is at least I. Thus we can find a sequence n* -» oo with

K(w)s:\im
k-oc

= lim sup

and

so e, is constant on those parts of any orbit in A(e), hence a constant e,.
Define M(e,) = e,|e,|. For all e > 0 and oi, € A(e), by the ergodic theorem applied

to Tf' there is an N = N(w,, e) so that if w2 = Tnei(a>,) € A(e), M > N, then

x((ax, <o2))\ = |i;2((P(«i)» <P(*>2))- ne,|e,||

Pick N(e) so large that for a subset A(e)c A(e), fi,(A(e))> 1 - e, if w £ A(e) then
N(w, e ) < N ( e ) . •

M

PROPOSITION 7. Condition 1 implies T, - • T2.

/Voo/ Assume e < 1/4", and pick e<e/2n, and we again assume, without loss of
generality, that on any ergodic component of T'1 which A(e) intersects, its fibre
measure is at least 1 - (e /2 / i ) .

We define a sequence of sets Bo 3 B, => • • • => Bn and values Nu ..., Nn inductively.
Bo = A(e), and now assume B, has been defined so that

and on any T\> ergodic component that B, intersects it has fibre measure
> 1 -(e/2(n-i)). Choose Nj+, so large that for a subset Bi+tc Bh

M { u ) } ( B i + , ) > l - 2 ( H _ £ . _ 1 ) or M{<u}(B,+1) = 0

and

where fi{at) is any ergodic measure for some Tp, and if w e Bj+i,

~ " " " ' " - • -_ for n>Nt.
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Select M > 2 max, {Nt), so large that for a subset A\e), fi(A'(e))> 1 -(3e/4) and if
we A'(a>), for each a e { - l , 1}", the sets

): v= (|Ma,

where |a, |s M/2, must each contain points of Bn. These are large corner blocks in
a parallelepiped whose sides are in the e, directions.

As card (S(a, w))> (1/4") card ({Tv,(a)): u = Xa,e,, |af|<2M}, and e< 1/4", again
using the pointwise ergodic theorem, for M large enough, these corner blocks each
must contain points of Bn.

Now select a K so large that for a subset A(e) <= A'(e), fi(A(e)) > 1 - e, if w e A{e),
v = £ a,e,, |aj| < M, then

Set N(e) = (Mn sup (|ej|)/e, 4nK/e). Now suppose <u,,
Select elements a,, a2e{—1,1}", and points a>t eS(a[, wi)nBn, w2€ S(a2, w2)n ^
so that V|(<i>i, w2) = X"-i niei a nd all |n,|s:M. We know |t)2((p(wi), (p(<u!))|<X and
|t>2(<p(a>2), <p(w2))|<K

We construct inductively a series of pairs of points (C,,!, CJ>2), j = n +1, n,..., 2
where Cn+]J = wu Cn+I2 = w2, C,,,, Cjae B,, and

and

where

i/-i,i + m / _ i , 2 = Wj-i

and both m's are of the same sign. We do this as follows. Suppose we have C,,,
Cj<2. Then Tv'i(CJI)= CJ2 where viJ=Y!i=i n^. Assuming j>k, «,-_,>M, and as

k=o'

and

are both

2(n-j-
so there are values k = mJ_i , and -k' = m,_)2 of the same sign, wiy_M + m,_| 2 = w,_i |/c|
and |fc'| are both larger than n,-,/4> M and both q_,,, = T ^ - ^ q , ) and q_i,2 =
r~*''-*-'(q2) belong to B,_,. Notice that all the q , , q 2 are in A(e) and
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Computing

v2(<p(o>\), <p(w2))

= I «2(?(q,),?(Cj_1,,))+ I v2(<p(Cl2), <p(Q-K2))
j = n+\ j = n + \

+ u2(«p(ft),), <p(w,)) + V2((p(ci2), (p((o2)).

As |m,_, ,| > M, setting e, = M(e,), we get

Thus

We conclude

«>2(<iP(«>,), <p(«2)) = I

or

It follows from the ergodic theorem applied to <p(Cl\) that

and so |det(M) |> 1. D

COROLLARY8. //(prH,-*!!, is ofthe form <p(a>) = T"(<o)(w) and<p is 1-1, fften 72 -^ T,,
where T2 = <p~xTx(p, i.e., co-boundaries always give -».

/Voo/Choose a set A with/ i , (A)>0 where u(w) = uo is constant. For any w,, w2€ A,

u2(<p(w,), <p(a>2))= Bi(T°«(«,), r»(w2))= »,(«„ o)2),

and we are done as we satisfy condition 4, hence condition 1, but clearly M = id. •

MM

We are now ready to see that ~> implies -». It is interesting to work with a condition
that is actually weaker, and shows another sense in which Kakutani equivalence in
Z", n > 1, has a much richer structure than in one dimension.

M

Definition 4. We say two Z" actions T, and 7"2 are cubicly M-equivalent T, -j* 7"2 if

there is an orbit injection <p: ft, -• fl2, with /i2((p(fl,)) = |det (M)| and for a.e. a> e fl,,
for any e > 0, there is an N(a>, e), so that if N>(w, e) then

M
PROPOSITION 9. T, -j» r2 iĵ 1" f/iere is a permutation of coordinates matrix M with

MM
T, ^ T2.
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MM

Proof. The 'if part follows easily. For the 'only if, we first verify that T, -f T2 implies
(p satisfies condition 4. Let eu ..., en be the standard basis vectors. Fix e, and select
N, so large that for a set A, ,^1(A,)>i if we A, then AT(«, 1/4")< 7Vf<oo. Let
K =2 sup, (Nj, n||M||). Now suppose condition 4 is false in that for a>2= 7ke'(w,),

k> K we obtain

Now

(i) carda^T^.Wl^tO.fcrini^X^.Wkec.h. (M([0,fc]"))n<A:74",
(ii) card a<p(TK<o2))\ve [0, fc]"}n {r2X<o2))|i; e c.h. (M([0, fc]"))}c)^ fen/4n,

and
(iii) card ( { ^ ^ ( a . , ) ) ! ^ [0, 2A;]"} n {T2"(<p(W,))|0 e c.h. (M([0, 2fc]n))}c)

s(2Jk)n/4".
But now

Wmwlftve [0, t r} = W7T(«.))l»e [0, 2fc]"},
and the smaller is a fraction of at least 1/2" of the larger, so

o>2))|i;e[0, fc]"}n{75(^(0.2))!» 6 ch. (Af([O, k]"))}

and here using (ii) the cardinality of the smaller set is at least fc"(l -(1/4")). Thus a
fraction of at least (1 -(1/4")) of {T^(<p(a)2))\ve c.h. (M([0, k]"))} is contained in

But on the other hand

{Tl(<p((o2))\ve c.h. (Af([0, k]"))} = T^(*1(<u')-'p(^)({rj((p(wl)\ve c.h. (M([0, k]"))})

and as |u2(̂ >(t<>i), >̂(a>2)| > K\vi(tou w2)}>2kn||M||, this set is disjoint from

{7;(<p(«,))|o e c.h. (M ([0,2k]"))}.

Thus

card ({^(7r(w,))l»e [0, 2k)"}n{r^( W l ) ) | i ; e c.h. (M(0,2fc]"))}c)

1 / 1

in conflict with (iii). Thus condition 4 holds and <p is an M, equivalence for some

M,. It follows that |det(M,)| = |det(M)| and clearly from the definitions of ~?

M
and -*,

c.h.(M,([0, l]"))cc.h.(M([0, 1]")).

Hence M,([0, 1]")= M([0, 1]"), and M7'°M fixes the unit cube, and so must be a
permutation of coordinates. •

Notice that ~f and •-» were not identical only because of the symmetries of the
unit cube, a subgroup of L(«, R). If instead of cubes we had chosen expansions of
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a rectangle, no two sides of which were equal, we would get a condition equivalent
to ~*. It is now obvious that ~* implies ~». We could also, for example, have chosen
spheres, increasing the subgroup of symmetries. Notice that what matters is the
symmetries, or asymptotic symmetries in IR". Each such subgroup would lead to a
corresponding equivalence relation.

M

To complete the formal structure of our indexed family of relations ~> we need
to show:

PROPOSITION 10. / / T, ~* T2 and T3 ~~> T2 and |det (M2 'M,)| > 1 then T", ^* T3.

Proof. Let the orbit injections to fl2 be <pt and <p2. As

we can construct a 1-1 map t/»: (p,(ft,)-» (p2(fl3) of the form (/*(<») = T2
{"\w). Set

Let A be a set where v(w) = v0 is constant (to discriminate the structures in ft, from
fl3 we use subscripts, i.e. A,(e), N,(e) and A3(e), N3(e)). Fix e > 0 and select e so
small that A,, where

<p{A) -(<p2' ^ ( f l ( A , ( O ) n A) n A3(e)),

has positive ju, measure. Now let a>,, a>2e A with

We check

as both <W| = ^^'(^((^,(0)!))) and w2 = <pj'(i/'(<Pi(w2))) are in A3(e) and |f3(w!, <52)| >
N3(e). Now

as i^= T"0 on A, and this is equal to

M,( (D,

For e small enough w,, &>2e A(e) then

| , <O2))\

< e max {|w,(«u,, co2)\, \M2
l

This certainly gives condition 4, so T, -* 7"2 by <p for some M. But now once

e</i2( /4)/ |det(M)| is sufficiently small, A(e)nA(e)?i0 and it follows that M =
M2

XMX. D

We are now ready to verify our main result.

PROPOSITION 11. For 7, and T2 ergodic Z" actions,

M M

T\ ~» T2 iff Tt~* T2.
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We first verify a few preliminaries.

LEMMA 12. Iff, ft is the suspension of the ergodic Z" action T, ft and v2{(ou io2) is
a barely linear time change of f, with matrix M, then for any set A c ft, /J.(A)> 0,
and a.e. 10,

,. card{w2eA|u2(&>,, w2)e[0, N]"}
lim :

N" |det(M)f

Proof. Suppose we modify v2(a>u W2) by a coboundary to

V2((ou a>2) = V2(ou a)2)+v(a)t)- v(u)2)

in this expression, and select K(e) so that A(e) = {we A: \v(w)\< K(e)} satisfies
fi(A(e))>(l -e)fi(A). Now select N so large that

\v(a>l)\+K(e)<eN/4n,

and the density in [0, N - l ] " of integer lattice vectors v with ^(w^e A(e) is at
least n(A)(l -2e). It follows that points in

{<o2e A\v2(o>u co2)e [0, N]"}A{a>2e A\v2("u <»i)6 [0, Nf)

either are not in A(e) or have v2(w,, io2)e[-eN/4n, N +(eN/4n)]. Such points
have cardinality less than 3eN(n). Hence the lim and lim of the expression are a.e.
unchanged if we modify v2 by a coboundary. Hence we can replace v2 by u2e (see
definition 1) and now

302.«(tt», r » )

is uniformly within e of M, in which case the lim and lim are both within ne of
/u(A)/|det(M)|. Let e-*0. •

M
LEMMA 13. Suppose Tl~*T2 and A, cftt> A2cft2 wir/j /i|(A,)</A2(A2)|det(M)| and

M

<p is a barely linear time change achieving Tx "•* T2. For any e > 0, <p can be modified

bv a C00, bounded coboundary to ipE so that tpc agrees with <p on <p{Ax)c\A2, and

A,) - A2)

Proof. Fix e > 0. In ft2 build a Rochlin tower & with base B of size [0, N]". Choose
N as follows. For w e B let 5"(w) = {f 2(w)|tJ e [0, N]"} be the tower section over w.
Choose N so large that we can select B with /i2(5")> 1 -(e/10) and for all weB,

and

card{we 5"(w)n A2} = N" ( l ±-^-j n(A2)

using lemma 12.
Construct a map 7^, measurably in a>, from as large a subset as possible of
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into

S2 = {a>e3'(d))nA2}

which is the identity if w e 5, n S2. This map is defined on only a finite set of points

in the interior of J~(<5). Extend / ^ to all of ^"(w), measurably in u>, to a C°° map

of ^(<o) to itself that agrees with the identity in a neighbourhood of the boundary.

Now set

Notice that

,(<P(w,))) + v2(<p(a>2),

if w, e ^(<5|), o»2€ 5"(di2). Setting

f0

!.<p(a>) outside ST.

as |t>(w)| < N w e see <p and <pe differ by a bounded C°° co-boundary. •

M M

LEMMA 14. IfTx~*T2 then T, ~*T2.

Proof. Assume | d e t ( M ) | > l . In lemma 13, let A, =ft, and A2 = il2. Let <p0 be an
M

initial barely linear orbit equivalence achieving *». For convenience later assume
ipo is C°° with bounded l'st partials. Apply lemma 13 successively with <p = <ph

e = 1/2' to obtain <pi+l = q>F.
The maps <pt do not necessarily converge as maps from O, to £i2, but as <p,+1/n,

agrees with <Pj/fli on that portion of £1, mapped into £l2, <pt = <pi\fll does converge
M

to a 1-1 map ifi: O, ^ f i 2 . We need to check that ip achieves T, ~» T2.
Let 3~i be the Rokhlin tower on which <p, is constructed, with base Bt and

dimensions [0, N,]". We know that for a.e. <o e O,,
.. k2(yO(^),<Po(r(a>)))M(t))|
nm —; = 0

|u|-»oo | t ) |

uniformly in D, as <p0 has bounded l'st partials. If this is true of one point on an
orbit, it is true of all points, not just almost all, on that orbit.

As the coboundary from <p0 to any <p, is bounded, for a.e. w e fi,,

,• \v2(<Pi(")),<Pi(f(co)))M(v)\
nm r— - u ,

M-»°° \v\

again uniformly on full f "-orbits, but certainly not uniformly in i.

Let At = (Pi(Q.i)nQ2, and clearly fi^Aj)-^* 1. For any e > 0 let A(e) be the first A,
with (j.(Aj)>l-e. Now if both o>,, w2eA(e), then i/'(w/) = <p,(a>,), j = 1,2, and as
l i m i ^ o o M ^ w ) , <pi(r t '(w))-M(u)|/ | i ; |=0 uniformly, select N(e) so that if |u|>
N(e),
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Now if Ui(wi, « 2 )> N(e), then

\v2(W<»i), <K«>2))- M(i;,(a>,, w2))| < e|u,(o>,, a>2)|

M

and hence i/> achieves T, ~> T2. •

The following result will complete the proof of proposition 11.

M M

LEMMA 15. //"T, -*T2 then T,~*T2.
M

Proof. Let <p be the orbit map achieving ~>. There is then a subset A so that for u, 6 A,

|p2(y(a>i),p(7">(a»,))-Af(g)|
lim ;—; = 0

\\

uniformly on A. Select a subset A , c A so that if a>l,io2eAl, then u,(a>,, u>2) is
sufficiently large to guarantee

,, «2))|/100.
_ M

To construct the map ip: Cl,«-» £l2 achieving ««• we use the technique of lemmas 3.12
and 3.13 of [6]. Let to e fl,. For every w e A,, on the f1, orbit of <o, let C(u>, a>) be
a cube on the f2 orbit of <p(w), of points w' centred at f2

M(t>'<™'u))(<p(w)), of side
length 0.02\M(v,(ui, <o))\, with faces oriented with the coordinate axes. Let

P(w)= H C(a>, w).
andonthe
orbit of tu

Any two of these cubes C(£5,, o>), C(d>2, w) must intersect as

= |M(u,(w,,

= \v2((p(d>l),

fiO.Ol(|Af(»,(«„ «))|

It follows that P(w) is a non-empty parallelepiped with faces oriented with the
coordinate axes (it may be degenerate, i.e. lower dimensional).

Let <p(o>) be the midpoint of P((o). Arguing as in lemma 3.13 of [6] we can conclude

\v,(<p(a>t), £(<u2))-M(u,(6>,, w^lrsO.OllMCt^w,, w2))|

and hence <? is a homeomorphism on orbits.
_ M _

The above also guarantees that <p achieves T,~^ T2 for some M, ([6, theorem 3.4]).
To see that M = M, perhaps the easiest approach is to apply lemma 14 to get

M M M

7, ~> T2. But the two orbit maps achieving T, ~» T2 and T, - • T2 by construction
map a given T, orbit into the same T2 orbit, and arguing precisely as in corollary
8, M = AT. •

M M

This completes our proof that T, ~-» T2 and T, ~^ T2 are identical.
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There are two natural directions to extend the arguments given here. One can ask
under what conditions can natural discrete cross-section actions be constructed for
a continuous Lie group action, satisfying some 'barely linear' or 'barely automorphic'
condition allowing for a parallel development. On the other hand, one can remain

M

within the context of Z" actions and, as with -*, look for other relations between
c

M

maps that arise from some restriction on orbit equivalence. Even for -*, there
c

remains some work to be done, as it easily implies a higher dimensional / metric
([!]> [5]) and hence a notion of Loosely Bernoulli. The zero entropy 'Equivalence
Theorem' will now follow from the work of Feldman and Nadler [2]. The positive

M

entropy theory remains unexplored. From [4] we know that if T, ~* T2, then
M

,) = |det(M)|/i(T2), (h(T) = entropy of T). Another aspect of -* to be explored
is the higher dimensional analogue of Feldman's construction in [1]. More interesting
questions arise in the higher dimensional case just from the greater structure of

M

L(n, U). For example, one can again define the Schwarz group, 'S(T) - {M\ T ~->T}

and ask what groups can arise. As one simple case, does there exist a T, n > 1, with
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